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things, we help to keep him feeling positive, and also keep his
mental processes working as he ages. The act of sniffing and
scenting is reinforcing in itself, and combining it with food or toy
rewards, and teamwork with you, makes it even better.
Watching a dog searching, the movements of his nose,
the changes in body language when he gets a sniff of the
important scent, and the sheer enjoyment he experiences
whilst searching is also hugely reinforcing for us humans, too.
Anecdotally, scent-based activities appear to reduce incidents
and duration of the fixed pattern pacing behaviour associated
with Canine Cognitive Dysfunction.
Simple ideas to introduce more scent-based activities
include –

•
•

Scatter feeding their meals inside or outside, or using a
snuffle mat, so they use their noses to find their dinner.
Laying a treasure hunt, which can include finding his dinner,
treats, chews, or a combination of all three

You can either lay out specific obstacles, different
surfaces, textures, smells, and ‘treasure’ (food, toys, or a
combination) and let your dog investigate on- or off-lead
(depending on the area you’re using and if it’s safe for him to be
off-lead), or use naturally-occurring obstacles and surfaces for
your treasure area. If on the lead, let your dog guide you; don’t
force him to follow a particular pattern or route. If using toys,
make sure you have a game with these when he discovers the
toy.

•

Tracking or trailing a human scent, with or without food or
articles on the track/trail

Connected to you via a harness and a long line, let your
dog follow a path previously laid by a person minutes or hours
earlier. The track or trail can be as short and easy, or as long and
complex as suits your dog, and can be done anywhere.

•

Scentwork, sniffing for objects that have been infused with
a specific scent such as catnip, or sniffing out pieces of
cheese for non-toy-motivated dogs

There are multiple variants of scentwork, but my
favourite, because it’s specifically aimed at pet dogs, uses scents
that are safe if accidentally ingested, and, above all, is fun and
perfect for oldies, is Talking Dogs Scentwork.®
See Appendix 1 for more information on how to
introduce scent and nosework to your life with your dog.

Cooper enjoys a snuffle mat, where his food has been hidden
among the pieces of fleece knotted into a door mat. A great way to
feed his dinner, or a snack, combining sniffing, eating, and
problem-solving in one.
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Emotional awareness

You can use anything you have to hand to create a new environment for a treasure hunt. Keep any obstacles low and stable, so that your
dog won’t injure himself if he stands on something that moves unexpectedly.
Play maintains mental and physical flexibility and
strength, helps boost mood, and occupies time in what may
otherwise be a dull day. When we think of play between dogs,
most of us have an image of two or more dogs bowing, chasing,
possibly playing bitey-face, or tugging at the same toy, often at
high speed or for prolonged periods
When our dogs are young, this may be a regular feature
of their social interactions with other dogs, but, as they mature,
the frequency and duration of this kind of play reduces. Instead,
the most common social interactions involve simply sharing
time together – sniffing, walking; being together in close
proximity but not necessarily touching.

Relationships between canine housemates can
deteriorate as one dog ages, especially if younger animals are
pushing past them through doorways or in other situations
where excitement is high. An older dog can feel vulnerable, or
may be in pain, which is aggravated by a younger dog forcing
their way through: he may growl or snap in an attempt to create
distance between himself and the younger dog.
In line with minimising fear and boosting play, we need
to be aware of potential flashpoints, and teach some new house
rules, for example, younger dogs should wait until the older dog
is safely outside.
At the same time, encourage appropriate interactions
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Let’s get physical

Tess is comfortable using the ramp, fully supported by her owner to help prevent slipping or stumbling. The ramp enables Tess to continue
enjoying walks and trips out in the car.
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Retain the brain
Freddie has mastered the Yellow/Blue challenge, and correctly indicates the blue cone when presented with this as a cue.
is confidently touching the yellow object when you cue ‘yellow,’
move the blue object slightly closer every couple of repetitions
so that he is learning to correctly choose between them. Begin
to vary the positions of both objects if he continues to choose
correctly, moving the yellow object further away to increase the
difficulty.
If he touches the blue object rather than the yellow one,
don’t mark this in any way, but move the blue object further
away before again cueing ‘yellow.’ You want him to learn with
minimal errors so that he doesn’t just guess.
Once your dog is confident with yellow, repeat the
above routine with the blue object and your ‘blue’ cue. As he will
have had lots of practice with the yellow object, he may be less
willing/confident to touch the blue one: ensure that the yellow
one is a long distance away at first.
Having successfully taught your dog to discriminate
between colours and a variety of coloured objects, you can add a
final element to this game whereby he learns to match not only
the colour but the object or shape, too. Place a yellow cone and
a blue cone on the floor, and hold up another blue cone. Give

your ‘blue’ cue and watch your dog touch the blue cone. Give
yourselves a huge pat on the back and a party if you get to this
stage; it’s a great achievement for any dog.

FIND THE LADY

Place a treat underneath a cup in front of your dog, and move
the cup around before encouraging your dog to get the treat. Do
this a few times until he is confidently knocking over the cup to
get the treat, and then add a second cup. Place a treat under one
of the cups, swap the cup positions, and encourage your dog to
find the treat. Did he get the right one? Try again, and add a third
cup if two is too easy for him.
This is a game, and can be a great way of getting some
dogs to eat their dinner, so it’s not important if they get it right
or wrong as long as you are both having fun, and they get it
right often enough for the treat to motivate them to try again.
Make it easier or go back to just one cup if they are struggling.

WHERE’S WALLY? (OR ANY OTHER TOY)

Knowing his favourite toys by name, and being able to indicate

This may just be a game, but it also illustrates that dogs have a
concept of object permanence – things still exist even when they go
out of sight. Riley chooses which mug is hiding the treat.
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She has to work to knock over the mug to get the treat; sometimes
they end up all over the kitchen floor!

